Press release April 2016
SAVE THE DATE: HANNOVER MESSE 2016
Chemnitz,
April 11th, 2016: With “Software freaks looking for mechanical
engineers” digitronic® shows off the innovative power of a start-up in the Start-up
Corner at the Hannover Messe.

By Matthias Kirchhoff
Thomas is just now putting
the last part on the
prototype, fastening it at
the stress point and turns
the material to harder
plastic. “Now it will meet
the
hardness
requirements,” he mutters
and sends the model to the
3D-printer in the factory
hall. Then Thomas puts on
the
Augmented-RealityGoggles, shuts down the e
MyCapp™-App
and puts
his tablet down –just in
time: Because he’s ready to
spend time with his family.
Thomas really appreciates
the
flexibility
in
his
workplace.
Work at the home office and in Industry 4.0 could soon look like this- or similar to
this.
But how can the communications route between Thomas’ Tablet and the 3Dprinter in his employers’ factory workshop, be hardened to be break-in proof?
How does one determine whether or not Thomas’ draft model was altered en route
to the 3D-printer? How can one make sure that competing companies don’t get
access to sensitive machine data?
And what role does MyCapp™ play in this?

On April 28th and 29th, 2016 Matthias Kirchhoff, the CEO of digitronic® and both
head and motor of his team of highly qualified „Freaks“, will provide answers to
these urgent questions in the futureSAX-Start-up Corner (Hall 3, Booth B06)!
With MyCapp™ digitronic® presents its unique concept for the integration of mobile
end-devices while at the same time assuring digital confidentiality in industry-

4.0-Llandscapes. MyCapp™ transposes confidentiality into a logical level that is
independent of the device and operating system. Mechanical engineers should be
able to remain mechanical engineers, to use a confidential environment and able
to still adapt the perspective personally. Security-critical programming can be
omitted.
Are you a product developer, entrepreneur or mechanical engineer like Thomas…?
Then come to the Start-Up Stage (Hall 3, Booth A01) at the Hannover Exhibition
Centre on April 28th, 2016 from 12:30 to 13:00 as well as on April 29th, 2016
from 12:30 to 13:00 and enter into productive dialogue with Matthias Kirchhoff,
discussing how one gets these ideas “off the ground” as quickly as possible.
About digitronic®
digitronic® computer systeme gmbh is a German manufacturer founded in 1990 in
Chemnitz and develops software and systems for communications and ITsecurity for German government ministries, large-scale customers and mediumsized businesses. digitronic® is the regional office for the German National
Association for IT-Security e.V. TeleTrust and bears the –IT-Security Made in
Germany- seal of quality.
The business fields are: Confidentiality (software for preventative protection of
sensitive data) – communication (development and operation of secure
communication for police, disaster relief and industry through UMS 7.x) – security
(simple, auditable RFID solutions through Secure Logon) – Consulting (independent
expertise leads to adequate solutions for customers).
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